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Main Concept

“A community page for art lovers
and art updates. To create artistic
visual experience for all travelers
and art lovers.



Fixing the scope for my project.

As it is sketching aka painting site it will be more colorful,
so making it in a minimal way was my challenge.

Code.

Challenges 



Domain Selection

Domain selection was easy for me, as this was an Idea
already curated in my head for a long time. As mentioned
already, I am a sketch walker already and It was always there
in my mind to make a website.
  
Sketching + Explore =Sketchplore
Sketching + Explore =Sketch And Explore
Sketching + Explore=SketchExplore
Sketch + Art =SketchArt
Art + Travel= Travlart



Final Domain

sketchexplore.com



Significance

Many sketch walkers are only hobbyists.

The main role is to make people aware of sketching and make this

community notable.

Using my website will make people know more people of their own and

also can showcase their artworks too.



Target Audience

Hobbyist sketchers

Beginners to sketching

Travel geeks with a amount of creativity



Commodity

Hobbysist artist of all age

Beginners

Searching for good
memorable paintings

Travel and artist people

Tip: Use links to go to the research
materials cited in your thesis
presentation.

How: Highlight text, click on the link
symbol on the toolbar, and paste the
link of the document or material that
you want to connect. 

Back to Agenda
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Design -
Final



Color
Scheme 

The colors should be 
pleasing, friendly and light 
an should have a proper 
brand feel. 
Suttle flat colors, which is 
more 
relatable to kids and parents 
as well. 
Something completely 
experimental .



Color
Scheme -
Final 

Finally, finalised with this colors.



Font
Family

Rounded ends and finished clean look.
Minimal and stylish.

I chose QuickSand as the font for my website.

Main Headings - Quicksand

easy to read and goes well with Quicksand.
Mostly used on web.

Body font- Roboto



Images

Using optimized sketches to get good 
speed performance. My main contents are images
only. 

Wide usage of images i.e
Sketches



Technology
HTML
CSS
PHP
javascript

Content Management System - WordPress

Domain name - GoDaddy
Hosting - Clook

Used Technologies for my site development



Initial
Prototype



Final
Prototype



Thank you


